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- National Cancer Institute, caCORE SDK 4.0 Programmer's Guide
- Java Bean Specification
- Foundations of Object-Relational Mapping
- Object-Relational Mapping articles and products
- Hibernate Reference Documentation
- Basic O/R Mapping
- Java Programming
- Jalopy User Manual
- Javadoc tool
- JUnit
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caBIG Material

- caBIG website
- caBIG Compatibility Guidelines
caCORE Material

- caCORE web page
- caBIO wiki
- caDSR web page
- EVS web page
- CSM web page

Modeling Concepts

- Enterprise Architect Online Manual
- OMG Model Driven Architecture (MDA) Guide Version 1.0.1
- Object Management Group

Applications Currently Using caCORE

- BIO Browser
- caPathway

Software Products

- Hibernate Community Material; Hibernate website
- Tomcat
- Enterprise Architect
- Apache WebServices Axis
- MySQL
- Concurrent Versions System (CVS)
- Ant
- JBoss Application Server